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Let X be a Banach space and let X* be its conjugate space. A system (x. e, ~), 7 E F, xy ~ X, f7 ~ X*, F being some set, 

is said to be biorthogonal if fr(xfl) = 0 for ~ ~ fl and = 1 for 7 = fl, and fundamental if the closed linear hull [xr: 7 E F] = X. 

A fundamental biorthogonal system in which for each x E X, x ~ 0, there exists an index 7 E F such that f~,(x) ~ 0 is called a 

Markushevich basis (abbreviated: an M-basis). We say that a linear subspace Y CX is an operator range if there exist a Banach 

space Z and a bounded linear operator T: Z -, X such that TZ = Y. By et(F ) we shall denote the space of absolutely summable 

sequences x(7), 7 E F. The space el(FO), F 0 C F, will be identified with a subspace of el(F ). All the spaces are assumed to be 

real. 

THEOREM 1. Assume that there exists a continuous linear injective operator T: et(F ) --- X with a dense range. Then X 

has two dense operator ranges, intersecting only at zero. 

Proof. Let Fi: i E J, be a partition of F into countable subsets: F = Ui~JFi. In each space el(Fi) there exist dense 

operator ranges Yi, Zi, Yi N Z i = 0 [1]. We denote by Y the subspace consisting of the absolutely convergent series ~iEJYi' Yi E 

Yi, and by Z the subspace consisting of the absolutely convergent series ZiEJZi, z i ~ Z i. Then TY and TZ will be the required 

operator ranges. 

COROLLARY 1. A Banach space X with a fundamental biorthogonal system (xe, fy, 7 E F) has two dense operator 

ranges, intersecting only at zero. 

Proof. Obviously, we can assume that Ix.rH = 1. Let e r be the unit vectors of the space el(F ). We set Te e = ~. The 

mapping T extends to a bounded linear operator from el(F ) into X. It is easy to see that it is injective. 

COROLLARY 2. In the space e| there exist two dense operator ranges, intersecting only at zero. 

Indeed, e~(F) has a fundamental biorthogonal system [2]. 

Theorem 1 and the corollaries are connected with the question from [3] regarding the existence in an arbitrary Banach 

space, in particular in e,o, of two operator ranges, intersecting only at zero. This question is related to the investigation of 

supportless convex sets. We recall the definitions. A subset A of a normed space is said to be supportless if no nonzero continu- 

ous linear functional attains its supremum and infimum on A. A normed space is said to be supportless if it contains a closed, 

bounded, convex, supportless set. We say that a Banach space is weakly compactly generated if it is the closed linear hull of a 

weakly compact subset. By the symbol c0(F ) we shall denote the space of those sequences x(7 ) such that for any e > 0 there 

exist only a finite number of coordinates exceeding e in absolute value, with the supremum norm. 

LEMMA 1. In the space et(F ) there exists a dense operator range which intersects the linear hull lin(e~,: 7 E F) of the 

unit vectors of el(F ) at zero. 

Proof. Let Fi: i E J, be a partition of F into countable subsets. In each el(Fi) there exists a dense operator range ~5 i, 

U i n fin(%: ), E Fi) = 0; this follows from the results of [1]. Then the subspace U, consisting of the absolutely convergent series 

~iEjui, u i E Ui, is the required one. 

THEOREM 2. In each weakly compactly generated space X there exists a dense, supportless operator range. 

Proof. Let Y be a reflexive space and let R be a dense, injective operator from Y into X [4]. Let (Yr' ~)~,~r be an M- 

basis in Y, lY~,I = 1 [5, p. 693] and let % be the standard unit vectors of the space el(F ). We set S(eT) = Yr" The mapping S 

can be extended to a continuous linear injective operator from el(F ) into Y. According to Lemma 1, we select a dense operator 

range U C el(F ), U n l ine,re  r = 0. Then the operator T = RS is weakly compact, iniective and, since S is a conjugate operator, 

A = T(Bu) (B U is the el-ball of the subspace U) is a closed subset of the normed space Z = (TU, I IX). We mention that the 

operator S* maps Y* into the space c0(F ) C eo.(F) = el(F)*. Therefore, if a is a support point of the set A with support 
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functional f, then T - l a  is a support point of the ball B U with support functional T*f E co(F ). It is easy to see that  if b is a 

support point of the ball of the space el(F ) and the corresponding support functional is g E c0(F ), then b necessarily has a finite 

number of nonzero coordinates, i.e. it does not belong to U. Thus, the set A does not have support points. 

Remark. For separable Banach spaces this theorem has been proved in [3]; also there one has formulated the conjecture 

of its validity for weakly compactly generated spaces. 

Question. In an arbitrary Banach space X, is it possible to imbed densely and injectively some el(F)? In particular, in 

X = m0(A ), the space of bounded functions on a set A, taking nonzero values in at most a countable number of points. 
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THE NEUMANN BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM IN AN INFINITE 

LAYER 

I. I. Antypko and V. M. Borok UDC 517.956 

The purpose of this paper is the investigation of the correct solvability in classes of smooth functions, having various 

growth or decrease character (for HxU --" co), of the Neumann problem in the layer l 'I T = R m • [0, T] for the second-order 

equation (with respect to t) 

a~u(x,O (O)Ou(x,O (o)  
oc~ + P  ~;: o--7---+Q u(x, / ) = 0 ,  (1) 

(x, t) E HT, P(s), Q(s) are arbitrary complex-valued polynomials; the Neumann boundary conditions have the form 

Ou (x. O) = uo (x), Ou (x, T) 
0t o----7--  = u r  (x), x E R m. (2) 

Let 7 E R; we denote C~ = {q~ E C ~ (R m) :11 q~ ll~.k = sup max ID=q~l x (1 -q- II x II)-v < oo}. 

Definition 1. The problem (1)--(2) is said to be correctly solvable from the space C7ki into the s p a c e  CF k2 if for any 

functions u0(x ) E Cy kl, UT(X ) E C~, kl the problem (1)--(2) has a unique solution u(x, t), belonging for each t E ]0, T[ to the space 

CrkZ and satisfying the estimate 

sup II u (x, t) IIv.~, ~< C {11Uo (x)Ilv,~, + II u r  (x) I1~,~1}- [0, T] 
(3) 
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